Any person who has grounds for objection to any of the following trade marks, may, within the prescribed time, lodge Notice of Opposition on form SM6 contained in the Second Schedule to the Trade Marks Rules in Namibia, 1973. The prescribed time is two months after the date of advertisement. This period may on application be extended by the Registrar. Where the Gazette is issued late, the period of opposition will count as from the date of issue and a notice relating thereto will be displayed on the public notice board in the Trade Marks Registry.

Formal opposition should not be lodged until after notice has been given by letter to the applicant for registration so as to afford him an opportunity of withdrawing his application before the expense of preparing the Notice of Opposition is incurred. Failing such notice to the applicant an opponent may not succeed in obtaining an order for costs.

“B” preceding the number indicates Part B of the Trade Mark Register.

Neither the office mentioned hereunder nor Solitaire Press (Pty) Ltd., acting on behalf of the Government of Namibia, guarantee the accuracy of this publication or undertake any responsibility for errors or omissions or their consequences.

E.T. KAMBOUA
REGISTRAR OF TRADE MARKS FOR NAMIBIA
2005/1670 in class 38: Telecommunications including but not limited to internet related services, maintenance and updating of a website in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “GROUP” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1671

2005/1671 in class 39: Transport; packaging and storage of goods including but not limited to warehousing, storage and holding services, fleet management services in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “GROUP” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1672

2005/1672 in class 41: Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities including but not limited to the organisation and conducting of conferences, seminars, workshops, symposia, colloquia, congresses, shows and exhibitions; presentation of awards recognising achievement; information services related thereto; publication of books and texts; video film production in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “GROUP” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1673

2005/1673 in class 42: Professional services including but not limited to accounting and tax services; secretarial and statutory corporate compliance services, advisory and consultative services, interior decorating and showrooms; assistance rendered to customers including but not limited to after sales service in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “GROUP” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1674

2005/1674 in class 45: Personal and social services rendered by other to meet the needs of individuals including but not limited to social upliftment, social citizenship programs and black economic empowerment (BEE) initiatives in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005
Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “GROUP” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1663  
2005/1675 in class 20: Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Bramfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.  
FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “CUSTOMER” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1676  
2005/1676 in class 35: Retail, wholesale and distribution services; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Bramfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.  
FILED: 16 September 2005

WE’LL TREAT YOU LIKE OUR ONLY CUSTOMER

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “CUSTOMER” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1677  
2005/1677 in class 9: Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines and, data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Bramfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.  
FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “TRADING” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1678  
2005/1678 in class 11: Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Bramfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.  
FILED: 16 September 2005

WE’LL TREAT YOU LIKE OUR ONLY CUSTOMER

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “CUSTOMER” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1679  
2005/1679 in class 20: Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Bramfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.  
FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “TRADING” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1680
2005/1680 in class 24: Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “TRADING” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1681

2005/1681 in class 35: Retail, wholesale and distribution services; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “TRADING” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1684

2005/1684 in class 36: Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs, including but not limited to customer account control and administration, financing and credit control services; real estate affairs in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “TRADING” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1685

2005/1685 in class 38: Telecommunications including but not limited to internet related services, maintenance and updating of a website in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “TRADING” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1683
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

The letters “‘SOS’” appearing in the mark means “SERIOUSLY OVERSTOCKED SALE”

2005/1688 in class 35: Retail, wholesale and distribution services; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

The letters “‘SOS’” appearing in the mark means “SERIOUSLY OVERSTOCKED SALE”

2005/1689 in class 9: Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines and data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

The letters “‘SOS’” appearing in the mark means “SERIOUSLY OVERSTOCKED SALE”

2005/1690 in class 11: Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.
Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the “SEATED MAN DEVICE” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1691

2005/1691 in class 16: Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter including but not limited to club magazines, catalogues, brochures, promotional material, statements, special offers, competition entry forms, direct mail shots, invoices, annual reports, flyers and pamphlets, bookbinding material; photographs; stationery including but not limited to business cards, compliment slips in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the “SEATED MAN DEVICE” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1693

2005/1693 in class 20: Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the “SEATED MAN DEVICE” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1694

2005/1694 in class 35: Retail, wholesale and distribution services; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.
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No. 4369

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the “SEATED MAN DEVICE” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1695

2005/1641 in class 38: Telecommunications including but not limited to internet related services, maintenance and updating of a website in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “CORP” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1636

2005/1654 in class 36: Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs, including but not limited to customer account control and administration, financing and credit control services; real estate affairs in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “WAREHOUSE” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1650

2005/1658 in class 11: Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter “T” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1659

2005/1659 in class 16: Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter including but not limited to club magazines, catalogues, brochures, promotional material, statements, special offers, competition entry forms, direct mail shots, invoices, annual reports, flyers and pamphlets; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery including but not limited to business cards, compliment slips in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter “T” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1660

2005/1660 in class 20: Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.
FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter “T” separately and apart from the mark

Associated with No. 05/1661

2005/1661 in class 35: Retail, wholesale and distribution services; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter “T” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1662

2005/1662 in class 36: Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs, including but not limited to customer account control and administration, financing and credit control services; real estate affairs in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “GROUP” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1664

2005/1664 in class 11: Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the letter “T” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1658

2005/1663 in class 9: Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for con-

ducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines and, data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.
Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “GROUP” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1666

2005/1666 in class 20: Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics in the name of **JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED** a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “GROUP” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1667

2005/1667 in class 24: Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers in the name of **JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED** a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “GROUP” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1669

2005/1669 in class 36: Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs, including but not limited to customer account control and administration, financing and credit control services; real estate affairs in the name of **JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED** a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “GROUP” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1670

2005/1481 in class 9: Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines and, data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus in the name of **JDG TRADING**.
(PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 17 August 2005
Associated with 2005/1482

2005/1482 in class 11: Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 17 August 2005
Associated with 2005/1483

2005/1483 in class 16: Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter including but not limited to club magazines, catalogues, brochures, promotional material, statements, special offers, competition entry forms, direct mail shots, invoices, annual reports, flyers and pamphlets; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery including but not limited to business cards, compliment slips in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 17 August 2005
Associated with 2005/1484

2005/1484 in class 20: Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 17 August 2005
Associated with 2005/1485

2005/1485 in class 24: Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 17 August 2005
Associated with 2005/1486

2005/1486 in class 35: Retail, wholesale and distribution services; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 17 August 2005
Associated with 2005/1487

2005/1487 in class 36: Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs, including but not limited to customer account control and administration, financing and credit control services; real estate affairs in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 17 August 2005
Associated with 2005/1488

2005/1488 in class 38: Telecommunications including but not limited to internet related services, maintenance and updating of a website in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 17 August 2005
Associated with 2005/1480

2005/1630 in class 9: Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines and, data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 17 August 2005
Associated with 2005/1631

2005/1631 in class 11: Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 17 August 2005
Associated with 2005/1632

2005/1632 in class 16: Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter including but not limited to club magazines, catalogues, brochures, promotional material, statements, special offers, competition entry forms, direct mail shots, invoices, annual reports, flyers and pamphlets; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery including but not limited to business cards, compliment slips in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005
Associated with No. 05/1633

2005/1633 in class 35: Retail, wholesale and distribution services; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005
Associated with No. 05/1634

2005/1634 in class 36: Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs, including but not limited to customer account control
and administration, financing and credit control services; real estate affairs in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

2005/1635 in class 38: Telecommunications including but not limited to internet related services, maintenance and updating of a website in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “POWER” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1635

2005/1636 in class 9: Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines and, data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “CORP” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1637

2005/1637 in class 11: Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “CORP” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1638

2005/1638 in class 35: Retail, wholesale and distribution services; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “CORP” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1639
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “CORP” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1640

2005/1640 in class 36: Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs, including but not limited to customer account control and administration, financing and credit control services; real estate affairs in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “SALE” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1641

2005/1641 in class 20: Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “PRODUCT” and “GUARANTEED” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1645

2005/1645 in class 11: Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “PRODUCT” and “GUARANTEED” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1646

2005/1646 in class 16: Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter including but not limited to club magazines, catalogues,
brochures, promotional material, statements, special offers, competition entry forms, direct mail shots, invoices, annual reports, flyers and pamphlets, bookbinding material; photographs; stationery including but not limited to business cards, compliment slips in the name of **JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED** a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

**FILED:** 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “PRODUCT” and “GUARANTEED” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1647

2005/1647 in class 35: Retail, wholesale and distribution services; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions in the name of **JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED** a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

**FILED:** 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “PRODUCT” and “GUARANTEED” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1648

2005/1648 in class 36: Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs, including but not limited to customer account control and administration, financing and credit control services; real estate affairs in the name of **JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED** a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

**FILED:** 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “PRODUCT” and “GUARANTEED” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1649

2005/1649 in class 38: Telecommunications including but not limited to internet related services, maintenance and updating of a website in the name of **JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED** a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

**FILED:** 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words “PRODUCT” and “GUARANTEED” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1650

2005/1650 in class 9: Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines and, data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus in the name of **JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED** a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

**FILED:** 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “WAREHOUSE” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1651

2005/1651 in class 11: Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes in the name of **JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED** a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.

Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

**FILED:** 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “WAREHOUSE” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1652

2005/1652 in class 16: Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter including but not limited to club magazines, catalogues, brochures, promotional material, statements, special offers, competition entry forms, direct mail shots, invoices, annual reports, flyers and pamphlets; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery including but not limited to business cards, compliment slips in the name of **JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED** a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Stiemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa.
Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “WAREHOUSE” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1653

2005/1653 in class 35: Retail, wholesale and distribution services; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions in the name of JDG TRADING (PTY) LIMITED a South African Company of 11th Floor, 27 Siemens Street, Braamfontein, Republic of South Africa. Address for service: DE CHALAINS c/o HARMSE ATTORNEYS, 3 Liszt Street, Windhoek.

FILED: 16 September 2005

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the word “WAREHOUSE” separately and apart from the mark.

Associated with No. 05/1654